
The Fix Fic Jump 

By FancyFireDrake 

 

Fiction is a place of many great wonders. Be it the allure of space, the mystery of medieval fantasy, 

the humour of a light hearted sitcom, there is something for everyone to enjoy in the creations of 

many authors that invest their tears, blood and sweat into their work. 

It should come as no surprise that people wish to get involved themselves with their favorite media. 

Isn’t this one of the main appeals of Jumpchain? To explore those realms and befriend your favorite 

characters? 

Some people even go as far as trying to create something themselves, in honor of the show, game, 

comic, etc. they hold so dear. This is how Fanfiction was born. But not just with words did people 

show their appreciation, but also by drawing or composing other pieces of media. 

However… not all create those Fanworks with good intent. 

There are these things that make the ‘Fan’ part of Fanwork appear more than questionable. 

Some Creators of fanworks do so maliciously. They destroy and defile something that was supposed 

to be for others enjoyment. 

You know of what I speak don’t you? That story of the Hero being brutally killed. That picture of a 

villain torturing a civilization. That Doujin of the Heroine being raped by her Nemesis. 

Why do they create these things? Hell if I know. Maybe they get off on it. Maybe they feel like being 

assholes. 

Intend really doesn’t matter here. What matters is the fact that you are here. 

That you are here means you are probably really fucking done with that crap aren’t you? You wish to 

just Jump in there and Fix these things that make the term ‘Dark fic’ come of as too weak. 

Well how about we help each other than? 

Welcome to “The Fix Fic Jump”! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Synopsis 

 

I need to make sure we are all on the same level so lets get a little bit more in depth. 

This Jump is all about entering various fictional works (from fanfiction and Doujins, to comics, stories 

and even simple pictures) that show a character being put through suffering. For simplicities sake I 

will refer to them as ‘Hate Works’ from now on. 

As long as the piece of media has someone suffering… you can use this to jump there. Your objective 

is to than turn the ‘Hate Work’ into a Fix Fic. You are supposed to make sure the sources of suffering 

are eliminated and that the Victims are saved. 

This is meant to be for the morally righteous Jumpers. The ones that are the lighter shade of the 

morally grey spectrum.  

So lets make sure you understand what you are about to get into. 

In these Hate Works things… simply put just SUCK for the good guys and innocents. 

It can be done via a so called Villain Sue, that has taken over the setting and is going around, 

murdering, torturing and raping however they damn well please. Someone too perfect to ever lose. 

It doesn’t have to be an OC though. It can also be that the hate Work features a terrifying example of 

‘The Bad Guy Wins’ or maybe a Hero is acting VERY OOC. You know the ‘Ron the Death Eater’ thing. 

TV Tropes terms aside… things are just bad right now. 

It could also be that the World itself is somehow wrong. Relationships and Character arcs are being 

twisted and executed absolutely horrifically to cause the most suffering. Maybe some important 

event that would have saved everyone never happened or an event that doomed everyone took over 

the plot. 

Those are likely the main ways a Hate Work is created, but there are perhaps infinite more variants. 

This should give you an idea about what to expect. 

Now… lets get you prepared to go in there and deconstruct the hell out of those Hate Works. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Setting and Timeline 

 

As already explained, you can use this Jump to enter a various number of fictional Works that are to 

be described as Hate Works. Believe me when I say the area is VERY vast. Be it a fanfiction, a doujin, 

a picture… literally anything that falls under the rule of ‘innocent character is suffering due to the 

authors Work without any salvation whatsoever present’ is Jumpable with this.  

You can freely choose at which point in the Work you like to appear as well as which place. There is 

also no real time limit. The usual 10 years aren’t needed.  

You can leave as soon as you fixed the World. This includes beating the Villain and saving their 

victims. Whenever you did that you are free to leave. This could mean your Jump last anything from 

a few Hours to a few decades depending on how long you need. 

It should be noted that the Worlds you enter may seem like Worlds you already entered but are NOT 

the Original Worlds. The Worlds you enter with this Jump are merely a copy of the original. An 

alternate Universe so to speak. 

We are going by Multiverse Theory here. Think of it like a Tree where the MAIN Universe is the root 

and the various AU’s are all branches. 

Lets give an example. Lets say you Jumped to Pokemon before but came across a Fanfiction of some 

OC leading a new Criminal Team that goes around kidnapping and raping Gym leaders while killing 

they’re Pokemon in front of they’re eyes. This is not the ACTUAL Pokemon World. Its more or less a 

Copy of it where all these things took place. Isn’t the Multiverse an interesting thing? You can kill 

your way through the organization and kill the OC and no one would ever know from the ‘real’ 

Pokemon World. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Contract 

 

Before we get to the good stuff I need to ask something of you. Id like for you to agree to a binding 

contract. Usually the idea of Jumpchain is about freeing an entity of its boredom by adventures into 

other Worlds. Morally isn’t relevant most of the time. However for this Jump in particular it’s a bit 

different. Its all about SAVING those fictional characters. So it is for the best to make this Jump 

exclusive to those that wish to actual do that Job. I don’t want to accidentally make things even 

WORSE by creating some sort of Villain Sue to rule them all. 

By agreeing to the Contract you not only are allowed to take the Jump but I also give you some other 

benefits. 

For THIS JUMP ONLY… I am bending the Jumpchain rules. Dying won’t end your Chain. Instead you 

can simply ‘restart’ the Jump with all the knowledge you have from previously. The attempts you 

have are infinite so you can try as many times as you want till you get the best result. 

On top of that I grant you an infinite amount of Willpower. You can’t be corrupted, broken, mind 

controlled, driven into despair or have your mind messed with in any way. Your actions will all be of 

your own decision and NOTHING and I mean NOTHING can change that. 

What you need to agree to? Its simple really. Do NOT become a Villain! If I were to give this Jump to 

some insane Jumper that is like a Villain Sue… it would literally destroy the whole point. 

So you are not allowed to be Evil and I know many people have different philosophies on evil so lest 

define it for the sake of our sanity as ‘hurting someone innocent’. 

Going around and killing the Bad Guys is still acceptable. 

Basically… just don’t become a murderous, genocidal, raping asshole.  

Breaking of the Contract will result in the loss of all you gained during your Jumpchain and the end of 

your Chain as well as a memory wipe. 

I will also be sealing away the Worlds you fixed so to speak. This means no outside influence, not 

even the ‘Authors’ that created them can change what you did and end up ruining everything again. 

PS: This Contract will also override any contract you did with my… lets call it predecessor. He had the 

Heart at the right place but was just… lets call it misguided. In his defense he was pissed about seeing 

his Waifu be tortured so he was throwing a tantrum and needed to vent. 

Just sign here and we get into the meat of things. 

… 

… 

Alright than! Lets do this! 

 

 

 

 



Origin 

 

There isn’t really a conventional Origin for you to have here. Instead it will be a bit different. The 

Origin you choose to take will reflect how you intend to go about putting the Fix in Fix Fic. They can 

all be Drop In or you may choose to give yourself a backstory in the Hate Work… even though I have 

no idea why you would want that. Age and Gender is completely inconsequential so be whatever you 

want to be. 

 

White Knight (Free): The stereotypical hero. The Paragon of virtue that these Worlds REALLY need. 

You believe that in order to Fix a World you have to… well Fix it. Save the poor souls in the clutches 

of the Villain. Heal the wounded. Bring back the World from the ashes. This Origin is all about healing 

the damage done by various Villain Sues or evil Masterminds. 

 

Black Knight (Free): The Anti Hero version of the Job. You’re here mostly to just DESTROY. You cant 

fix a World where scum like that still breathes. This Origin deals with bringing the Villains and 

Masterminds to their knees and make them repent and suffer for what they have done. Some might 

also call this the edgy option. 

 

The Rewriter (Free): You have a more unique approach than the White and Black Knights. Not always 

can things be solved by just healing the characters or torturing the Villains. This Origin focuses on the 

more abstract ways to Fix a Fic. You deconstruct the World itself, allowing for things to be rewritten 

the way you wish and to affect the characters directly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Perks 

General Perks 

 

Before we get into the Origin Perks you get some Freebies to make sure you are prepared to the task. 

PS: In order to refer to a Villain in Hate Works and to simplify the naming process in the Perk section I 

will refer to any Villainous Force as a Villain Sue. 

 

Out of Context Problem (Free): You might be familiar with that term. I mean… this is one of the 

things Jumpchain is about. You might be confused about this Perks wording so let me explain. And let 

me start explaining by explaining a Sue. 

One of the things a Sue does is essentially fold the entire narrative of the Universe to their favour. A 

Weapon that can only be wielded by a Chosen Hero can now be used by the Sue as well and probably 

is even better in their hands somehow. A Sues most notable trait is that everything in the setting is 

just MADE for their benefit. For a Villain Sue this means that the World itself is pretty much 

guaranteeing that no matter what Hero may come they simply wont win against the Villain because 

the Author simply SAID so. Its like when back on the playground that one kid kept saying they had an 

‘INvInCiBlE sHiElD’ and simply wont allow anything but the outcome they want to see. This is also the 

reason why people that by all means SHOULDN’T be in this situation (like a girl being restrained by 

normal ropes even though she can destroy battle tanks with her bare hands) somehow still are in 

them. 

Welp… not anymore! With this the ‘Sue’ effect does not apply to you anymore. 

Try and think of it as a sort of ‘Anti-Plotarmor’. This also extends to any other effects that pretty 

much only allow ONE outcome. A Place where everyone gets enslaved by simply being there? You 

can live there free will intact. An organization that abducts people and does all kinds of horrific things 

to them and somehow manages to succeed no matter how strong the victims are? They ain’t taking 

you no matter how much they try. A hax super attack that transports you to an alternate reality 

where the Sue is omnipotent? They can’t use it on you or you can just as easily teleport out of it. 

Some form of ultimate Immortality that makes them impossible to kill? The look on their face when 

you DO kill them will be hilarious. 

This makes it possible for you to actually take down whatever asshole you encounter. You can also 

extend this Perk to any of your Companions. 

 

Keen Eye for Evil (Free): There are times where it can be hard to know if what you’re seeing is truly 

an evil act. Maybe the Villain in question is just THAT good of a liar. The Victim could be forced to lie 

about their circumstances. Some magic or power could be messing with the minds of those affected. 

There could be a legal law made by a Tyrant which would make a reprehensible act legal. Now you 

will not have to worry about such things anymore. 

This Perk allows you to fully see what is ‘evil’. When someone is in danger or suffering you WILL 

know. No illusion or lie will deceive you from realizing when someone is hurting someone else 

unjustly or tormenting an innocent. 

 



Iron Stomach (Free): There are things around here which are… not pretty to say the least. There is no 

vile act taboo in Hate Works. With this Perk you gain a tolerance for all the horrific things you are 

about to witness. You can use your rage productively, your mind can think clearly and you wont be 

stopped by your lunch trying to force its way out. 

 

‘Kryptonite’ nullification (Free): You might find various forms of Power nullification. Many Hate 

Works stories likely feature some way to nullify whatever powers a Hero may have just to further 

drive the point how helpless they are and allowing the Villain Sue to do pretty much whatever they 

please. Even if that doesn’t exist in the actual real work or shouldn’t be possible. Be it psionics, some 

drug, machines, minerals or WHATEVER there is always SOMETHING that SOMEHOW works on those 

Superpowered Heroic beings because the Author said so.  

That isn’t working on you. From now on NOTHING can mess with your Powers in any way you don’t 

want them too. Nothing can copy, drain, or nullify them. Even trying to analyse them will be 

impossible.  

This also extends to any powers you may have that SHOULD be vulnerable to those things. For 

example if you are a Kryptonian you SHOULD be vulnerable to Kryptonite of all kinds of colours. You 

wont be vulnerable to it anymore now with this Perk. 

 

Oversight in the plan (Free): What Evil Overlord ISN’T some apparent unrivalled strategic master? Its 

like a staple of any Villain, even if the strategies they use aren’t all that great and maybe even dumb 

the World itself regards them as genius. 

If they’re now truly a genius or not one thing is clear… you will be an absolute PAIN to work around. 

Your very presence can reduce schemes and plots into shattered remains and your actions will cause 

utter Chaos in your targets plans.  Your opponents are simply put unable to work around you or 

predict you. You can toggle whose plans you want to affect. You also have Mastermind abilities 

yourself, enough to form just as complex plans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



White Knight 

 

Lighter and Softer (100): What is it with this obsession of turning everything darker and more horrific 

than normal in those ‘fan’ works? It would be great to have some ability that counteracts all that 

vileness. Around you it is as if the World is… well Lighter and Softer. Even in times of war there are 

days where you and your friends can contently rest and enjoy yourself. Joy and happiness seems to 

come quicker and tragedy and despair seems to be lessened and less likely. Those with year long 

traumas can find themselves much more at ease when around you and with some help on your part 

you might even help them get rid of those internal demons completely within some days. 

 

Damsel sense (200): To be a true Hero that goes around saving the damsels that are stuck in 

villainous clutches, you must be aware of where the ones in need of saving actually are as well as 

what you are dealing with. This Perk gives you essentially a sixth sense for those situations. When 

something is happening in your near area that could lead to someones suffering, you know where it 

is and roughly what the danger is. Your all but guaranteed to arrive there in time as long as you act 

on it. 

 

Its only going up! (400): It would really be unfortunate if even after all you did to save this World 

something would make all your efforts for naught. Is there a way to guarantee things wont get back 

to being horrific? This Perk is that guarantee. 

If you freed a civilization from a crazy Overlord, fate and the Universe itself will ensure that what you 

did won’t be in vain. Bellies will be filled. The Homeless find shelter. Economies heal. This Perk won’t 

fix everything from itself alone but once you dealt the final blow to your enemy you can rest easy 

that almost instantly all other issues will be fixed and stay fixed. 

 

No more Pain (600): Villain Sues do serious DAMAGE! That’s one of the reasons they are Villain Sues! 

Maybe the big sister of a badass magical girl team has had her limbs amputated and is used like a 

fuck toy. So many people are being subjected to pain and suffering just because the Villain Sue felt 

like it or because the Author didn’t like them or etc. 

Now you can fix this. By simply willing it so you can remove all the damage done to someone. This 

may be done by wiping their memories of the experience, reverting their body to a state in time from 

before the Villain Sue got their hands on them, simply healing their psychological, spiritual and 

physical wounds, all effects combined etc.  

It also allows you to get someone back home. If some girl has been kidnapped to a plane away from 

all of reality, time, space, the concepts of dimensions or even the ‘real World’ and so on you would 

still be able to open a Portal to her home. 

It is pretty much the Ultimate healing Power, ridding them from everything they had to suffer 

through on every level possible like it never happened. 

 

 

 



Black Knight 

 

Terror Inducing (100): There is absolutely nothing more terrifying to a Tyrant than losing their Power. 

Being confronted with the possibility that yes… they CAN lose. Yes they WILL pay for what they have 

done. You exude an Aura of retribution around you. People around you know you are not someone 

to be messed with and those that have committed reprehensible acts will quiver in fear when they 

hear about you. The fear can make them irrational, which only serves to help you further in taking 

them down. 

 

Target acquired (200): You know who needs to be taken out in order for the World to be fixed. AN 

incredible rage fuels you and your target will soon see why you are not one to be messed with. You 

can assign ONE person, organization or maybe even idea to be your target. All efforts you make in 

destroying your target will be heightened in effectiveness. If you lead a small group against an army 

of your target, you find that you will be able to prevail victorious.  

 

I call Hax! (400): Hax is such a well-known term isn’t it? A Cheat ability often possessed by these Evil 

Overlords. I is often a reason why they seem so unstoppable. It sure would be bad to be on the 

receiving end of one wouldn’t it be? 

You can assign ONE of your powers a Hax attribute so to speak. They become able to bypass things 

like immortality, become able to harm beings that would otherwise be human to said ability and 

could allow you victory over a superior foe. You can change what ability is your Hax anytime. 

Foe example: Lets say you fight someone immune to physical strikes and your Hax is your Fists, you 

will be able to beat said someone to death with your hands. 

 

Just retribution (600): It can be different to tell what is an accurate punishment. Be it in the eyes of 

society or the eyes of the Victims… when has someone truly suffered enough? You know when. 

You have an ability similar in nature to the Ghost Riders penance stare. After you defeat an opponent 

you know of what they are guilty of and by holding them by the neck and focusing this Perk… you can 

make them feel the pain, feel the weight of every single sin they committed on emotional, spiritual 

and physical level. After that you may decide what to do with them and whether or not this ability is 

lethal or not. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Rewriter 

 

I actually read that thing (100): You probably didn’t but now you can claim you did. Those villain 

Power fantasies could be hundreds of thousands of words long and who really WANTS to force 

themselves through all of that crap? So with this Perk you wont have to worry about lacking any 

information anymore. 

As soon as you arrive in a setting you have all the knowledge available that you need even without 

having actually watched or read the source material. You know what the big players are, what the 

prevalent powers are etc. The level of knowledge you have is on equal levels if not greater to a Fan 

that studied every piece of work from said franchise extensively. 

 

Common sense (200): You have the greatest power of all on your side. LOGIC! Around you no one is 

going to act in nonsensical ways. No one will forget about a Power they have that could save their 

lives. No one will act incredibly OOC in ways that goes completely against their character. You would 

be surprised how much trouble this can save, especially in stories like these. 

 

Actual compatibility (400): Shipping can cause some weird things huh? If only there wouldn’t be so 

many cases of abuse apologists going around. It is very easy to find stories where characters are 

together that simply should not be. Best case because they are just not really compatible for certain 

reasons. Worst cases one of them is a psychotic Megalomaniac and the other is stuck in the role of 

having to ‘save’ them or one of them is an abusive psycho. 

You can now see when two people are truly compatible with one another and if not just what 

doesn’t make the relationship work. This is mostly meant for such extreme cases as listed above in 

which case you can then ‘snap’ the red strings of fate that the author forced on the characters 

involved and redirect them towards people they actually form a functioning and fulfilling relationship 

with. 

Note: Please don’t use this for some sort of Ship war. 

 

Power of the Pen (600): The Pen is mightier than the Sword. Between the two, which one was it that 

created all these fantastical fictional Worlds after all? Now all shall see the power of your 

penmanship. You can affect reality itself with your written words. Taking the place of a ‘Creator’ 

yourself, you can write what you wish into existence. Cause retcons of century long events. Destroy 

which should not be defeated. The effect of this ability is dependant on your own writing skills as 

well as the power of those around you and affected by it. Simply write ‘He died’ might not 

immediately kill someone and instead only give them a migraine at worst. If you write an incredibly 

detailed 100K+ Work about how a mysterious being saved the World, resurrected a poor sap that 

was killed to make the author look edgy and destroyed the Big bad however, you can all but 

CERTAINLY be assured what you written will become reality. 

 

      

 



Items 

 

The Fix it Bomb Plans (Free): This Jumper is the single greatest Weapon you could possible get here. I 

present you the Fix it Bomb! 

Okay I get why you might be questioning why in the World a Bomb should help you save these 

messed up Worlds. Well Jumper this Bomb isn’t your normal one. 

When detonated the Fix it Bomb will release a Universal Wave of pure good energy, Karma and 

straight up Deus Ex Machina. The Universe it is detonated in will essentially get a gigantic reset and 

all sources of suffering and negativity will be eliminated. You could turn a War torn dystopia into a 

functioning… well not quite Utopia but close, a functioning World with little suffering. 

Think of it as the Reality Bomb of Doctor Who but with the effect of Josuke’s Stand from Jojo’s. 

However this only includes the plans for this Powerful device. You would need a lot of resources and 

intelligence to build the Fix it Bomb but the result will be well worth it. 

Downsides to this effect exist though. You can only use this Bomb every 10 Jumps or 100 Years. 

 

Chocolate (Free): You probably need something sweet after a day of fighting your way through some 

psychos jerk off fantasy. Nothing is quite as relaxing as enjoying some delicious Chocolate. You can 

summon an infinite supply of whatever sort of Chocolate you or others wish to eat.  

 

Hideout (Free): This little House is perfect for when you wish to get some Rest and Relaxation. It is a 

safe space for you to take a break and be impossible to find for any of your current enemies. Its 

nothing big, just the size of a small one bed apartment but if you don’t have any other sort of place 

to call your own yet this might be just what you need. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Companions 

 

Import (Free): Yes… its free. You can import all of your Companions for free. They gain the benefits of 

the Contract and the free perks. You gotta crush those assholes Empire with one of your own. They 

get 1000CP as well. 

 

Take with you (Free): I don’t really get why you would want to take someone from here with you but 

okay. Maybe you grew close to one of the victims in this World. You can take someone from here 

with you EXCEPT the Villains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Drawbacks 

 

Not this time sorry. 

Listen. This isn’t meant to be your ‘usual’ Jump. I am not making it HARDER for you to do what I 

WANT you to do. 

However… I can maybe add something else. 

 

Savior Beacon (0): This is more of an effect than a drawback. You become a target for every single 

evil being in the Universe you enter. One after another you happen to interfere the plans of and run 

into every villainous figure of the Work. This doesn’t create new Villains. It simply causes every Villain 

there with the potential to harm others to target you instead and above all else.  

Fate will also conspire to put you into situations were vile acts were to happen. For example lets say 

that within the span of one day in the Work, a noble hero would be killed, an old woman is robbed 

and a group of Space Princesses is enslaved. As long as you can survive and deal with one even you 

find yourself being lead to the next event. The timing works perfectly. You save the Hero, stop the 

robber and rescue the Princesses. This also gives the ones in need of rescuing a sort of Plotarmor. 

After you choose this and finished this Jump once you can use this as a Perk instead. 

 

Tell me your tale (varies): You can potentially gain more CP in a different way. For every 200 words 

you write about your Jump to a Hate Work and what you did there to change things for the better 

you can add 100 CP to your total CP usable in this Jump. The more you share your experiences the 

more CP you can gain to the point where you could buy every Perk on this Document. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Supplement Mode 

 

Due to the fact that this Jump lacks a true setting, you can use and reuse it however many times you 

wish to Jump to as many Hate Works as you wish. 

This also comes with a more unique effect. Whenever you choose this Jump you can change your 

Origin and reset your Perk choice. This allows you to go at different Hate Works with different 

strategies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Notes 

 

-This Jump was pretty much created to be a more serious and proper version of the ‘Generic Fix Fic’ 

Jump I published some time ago. I wasn’t really satisfied with how it turned out and even though I 

was glad to at least have it done, upon actually getting a good nights sleep and looking it over again 

I…  wanted to try and redo it with less Joke, egde and ‘Holier than thou’.  

-Just so were clear the Jump Doc is written as if its Jump-Chan themselves speaking. Its how I always 

write my Jumps. As far as I know this is the normal consensus with jump creation, the Original 

Pokemon Jump even has Jump-Chan speaking. Imagine that this Jump-Chan is just a little bit more 

done with seeing bullshit.  

-If you really want you can still use the previous version of the Jump. I wont delete it. Let it be a 

monument of trying to improve as a Jump maker (we all have that one work were not too proud of). I 

still think this jump is better in quality even if it isn’t essentially a one place Freebie station (at least 

not to the degree the previous Jump was). 

 


